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Abstract. We have studied whether there is any residual foreground contamination in the
foreground reduced WMAP-7 data for the differential assemblies (DAs) Q, V and W. We have
calculated the correlation between the foreground map, from which long wavelength correlations
have been subtracted, and the foreground reduced map for each DA. We have found positive
correlations for all the channels. The statistical significance of the resulting values has been
tested by comparing with correlations between the cleaned CMB maps and 1000 simulated
Gaussian maps to which instrumental effects have been added. We have found high statistical
significance of the observed correlations, implying the presence of residual contamination in
the cleaned data, and found that, for Q and V channels, a large fraction of the contamination
comes from pixels, where the foreground maps have positive values larger than three times its
rms value, which shows the presence of unresolved point sources that contribute significantly to
the contamination.

1. Introduction

The experimentally measured CMB temperature fluctuations is composed of the true CMB
signal and foreground contamination, coming from astrophysical sources that emit photons in
the frequency ranges spanned by the experiments. The major part of the contamination comes
from emissions in our galaxy, and a small fraction comes from point sources such as radio galaxies
and dusty star-forming galaxies. It is necessary to know the contaminating component in order
to get the true signal, which can be used to extract cosmological information [1]. The galactic
foreground is usually estimated from a combination of theoretical modelling and observations,
and then subtracted from the measured data [2]. Further, sky regions where there are possibility
of residual contamination, such as the directions along the plane of our galaxy, and the locations
of localized sources that have been identified are masked. The correct removal of the foreground
contamination is extremely crucial, because any residual contamination will bias the extraction
of cosmological information from CMB data.

In this paper, we have investigated whether there is small residual foreground contamination
in the cleaned WMAP data by using a method that is simple, but has proved to be quite
effective. Our method is based on calculating correlations between the foreground field, which
has been processed so as to remove long wavelength correlation of the galaxy emissions, and the
cleaned CMB data. Our basic premise is that if there is no residual contamination in the cleaned
data, we should obtain no correlation. However, we have found statistically significant positive
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correlation for WMAP-7 data for the Q, V and W differential assemblies (DAs)1. Further, we
have found that a big fraction (as big as 30% for Q channel) comes from regions where the
foreground map has large positive values, which indicates unresolved point sources. This is not
surprising, in light of the fact that the PLANCK early data release has identified point sources of
the order of 15000 [3]. These results imply the presence of residual contamination in the cleaned
data. This work has been done with the motivation to quantify the contaminant fraction, and
understand the nature of non-Gaussian deviations they introduce into the CMB. The earlier
studies on point sources contamination on the CMB have been included [4, 5, 6, 7].

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we have outlined our procedure for calculating
the correlations between the foreground and cleaned CMB maps, and then presented our
correlation results and their statistical significance. We have given the concluding remarks
in Section 3.

2. Quantifying residual foreground contamination

Let f1 and f2 be any two random fluctuation fields having zero mean values, defined on the
surface of a two dimensional sphere. Let their rms values be given by σ1 and σ2 respectively.
Re-scaling them as ν1(i) ≡ f1(i)/σ1 and ν2(i) ≡ f2(i)/σ2, where i denotes the pixel number, we
can define a correlation parameter r as:

r ≡ 〈ν1(i) ν2(i)〉, (1)

where the bracket denotes average over all pixels. We expect r to be zero if the two fields are
uncorrelated, and non-zero otherwise. (In practice, we will always get a small, but non-zero
value of r even though the two fields are known to be totally uncorrelated, due to the finite
number of pixels.)

The observed WMAP data fobs is a sum of the true CMB signal and foreground
contamination. The foreground component is estimated using a combination of galaxy
observation and theoretical modelling [2]. We have called this field the ‘apparent’ foreground
field, denoted by fappfg, keeping in mind that there may be small error in its estimation. This
field is then subtracted pixel by pixel from fobs to leave behind the ‘cleaned’ CMB signal, which
we have denoted by f cleaned. By definition, f cleaned has zero mean. If fappfg has been correctly
estimated, then we expect it to have negligibly small correlation with f cleaned, since they come
from totally different physical processes. However, if the estimation is on the right track but
not fully correct, then we should expect some residual contamination in the signal field. This
should show up as non-zero correlation between f cleaned and fappfg. In what follows, we have
described our results for the correlations.

2.1. Peak field
Our analysis is done using the 7 years data from the eight DAs of WMAP [8], namely, Q1, Q2,
V1, V2, W1, W2, W3, and W4. For each DA, we have obtained fappfg as:

fappfg = fobs − f cleaned. (2)

Since, we want to remove the long distance correlations of the emissions from our galaxy, we
have first defined what we call the peak field as:

fpeak ≡
(
fappfg,θs − fappfg,3θs

)
− 〈fappfg,θs − fappfg,3θs〉, (3)

where θs and 3θs are FWHM values, at which we have smoothened the field. By definition,
fpeak has zero mean. Figure 1 shows the peak field for Q1 channel.

1 We have done similar analysis using WMAP-5 data and obtained similar results.
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Figure 1. Peak field for Q1 DA.

Q1 Q2 V1 V2 W1 W2 W3 W4

rc for
smask = 0.89

0.026 0.025 0.020 0.019 0.010 0.008 0.009 0.006

0.018 0.018 0.017 0.016 0.009 0.008 0.007 0.007

rc for
smask = 0.91

0.025 0.025 0.020 0.019 0.009 0.007 0.008 0.006

0.018 0.017 0.016 0.016 0.008 0.008 0.006 0.006

rc for
smask = 0.93

0.025 0.024 0.019 0.018 0.008 0.007 0.007 0.004

0.017 0.017 0.016 0.015 0.007 0.007 0.005 0.006

Table 1. rc values for the eight DAs are shown. For each DA and smask, the upper value gives rc

calculated using all unmasked pixels, while the lower value has been calculated after excluding pixels
having νpeak > 3 also. The sky fractions for the three smask values from top to bottom are roughly 62%,
60% and 58%.

We have used the KQ75y7 galaxy mask and point sources given in the 7 years data release of
WMAP. Rather than using the galaxy plus point sources mask directly, we have first smoothened
it with FWHM= 3θs. The pixels near the mask boundaries have been obtained values between
zero and one. To mask f cleaned and fpeak, we have chosen some threshold value, smask (between
zero and one), and throw away pixels of f cleaned and fpeak, if the corresponding smoothened
mask pixels have values less than smask. This method of masking makes it easy to control
how far away we stay from the mask boundary of f cleaned and fpeak in order to minimize the
boundary effect. Staying 2σ (where σ is the rms of the field under consideration) away from the
boundary, corresponds to choosing pixels with smask > 0.89. As we have chosen larger values of
smask, we stay further away from the boundaries, and the sky fraction decreases.

2.2. Correlation between peak and cleaned CMB fields
Let us denote:

νcleaned(i) ≡
f cleaned(i)

σcleaned
, and νpeak(i) ≡

fpeak(i)

σpeak
, (4)

and define:
rc ≡ 〈νcleaned νpeak〉θs

, (5)

where the suffix θs is to remind us that we do the calculation for a choice of FWHM at which
f cleaned has also been smoothened. σcleaned and σpeak are of the orders of 10−5 and 10−7

respectively.
Table 1 summarizes the main results for rc. We have used θs = 35′. Two values of rc are

shown for each DA and smask. The upper value is the case where rc is calculated using all
unmasked pixels, while the lower value is the case where pixels with νpeak > 3 have also been
excluded. The first observation we have made is that all rc values are positive. For Q channels,
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Q1 Q2 V1 V2 W1 W2 W3 W4

N for
smask = 0.89

0 0 5 5 121 156 139 224

14 16 107 113 262 270 311 305

N for
smask = 0.91

0 0 6 10 143 186 162 247

15 16 110 118 276 284 332 320

N for
smask = 0.93

0 0 11 15 169 218 196 291

16 21 116 127 282 292 351 342

N0 for
smask = 0.89

0

5

N0 for
smask = 0.91

0

6

N0 for
smask = 0.93

0

9

Table 2. Left: Number of maps N , having rg > rc for individual DAs, out of 1000 Gaussian maps. As
in Table 1, upper values are for all unmasked pixels included, while lower values are for the case when
pixels with νpeak > 3 have also been excluded. Right: Number of Gaussian maps N0, having rg > rc

simultaneously for all DAs.

we get considerably larger correlation when we keep all unmasked pixels, larger by about 30%.
This indicates that there is non-trivial correlation arising from the pixels with νpeak > 3. For
V channels, the difference is about 20%, while W channels do not seem to be affected. We
have repeated these calculations for the case where νcleaned are also excluded, but not found any
significant effect. The sky fractions for the three smask values are roughly, 62%, 60% and 58%
respectively. For Q and V channels, as we stay further away from the mask boundaries, there is
small but systematic decrease of rc.

2.3. Statistical significance of rc values
We have investigated how likely it is to get the observed rc values given above by comparing
with correlations between the peak field and Gaussian CMB simulations. For this purpose, we
have simulated 1000 Gaussian CMB maps with WMAP-7 parameter values, and added pixel
window effect, beam smearing and WMAP-7 noise characteristics. Next, we have smoothened
by FWHM 35′ and mask in exactly the same way as we did when calculating rc, and calculated
the correlation with the peak field. We have denoted the correlation value by rg. The Gaussian
fields are uncorrelated with the signal field, and we should get small value of rg. This exercise
has told us what is the typical value of ‘small’ rc that we can approximate it to be zero for the
number of pixels under consideration, and how likely are our observed rc values to occur by
random fluctuation and not due to a true correlation.

We have counted, out of the thousand rg values, how many are greater than rc. The results are
shown in Table 2. The left table shows the number N , of Gaussian maps having rg > rc for each
individual DA, for the three smask values used earlier for calculating rc, and including/excluding
the pixels having νpeak > 3. When all unmasked pixels are included, we get N = 0 for all smask

values for Q channel, for V channels, N lies between 5 and 15, while for W channels, N lies
between 121 and 291. These numbers imply that the rc values for Q and V are statistically
significant, whereas, the values for W channels have much lower significance. When pixels with
νpeak > 3 are also excluded, we have found a reduction of N for all the channels. The table on
the right side of Table 2 shows the number N0, of Gaussian maps having rg > rc simultaneously
for all DAs. These values are again significant. Therefore, we have concluded that the cleaned
WMAP data, particularly Q and V channels, contain small but statistically significant amount
of residual foreground contamination.
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3. Conclusion

We have shown that the cleaned WMAP data contains small but statistically significant amount
of residual foreground contamination. The level of contamination is quantified by the level
of correlation obtained between the cleaned map and the peak field. For Q and V DAs, we
have found that a big fraction of the contamination could be coming from unresolved point
sources. Our result has important implications for the extraction of cosmological data using
the cleaned WMAP data. For example, it is known that constraints on the local primordial
non-Gaussianity parameter fNL using Fourier space method such as the bispectrum, and those
use pixel space methods, like the Minkowski Functionals (MFs) do not agree with each other.
The bispectrum gives positive best fit value of fNL [9], while the MFs give negative values [10].
Our analysis in this work was motivated by an attempt to understand whether this conflict
is due to residual foreground contamination. Our next goal is to understand the effect of the
residual contamination on the measurement of the MFs, and we are currently pursuing this line
of investigation.
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